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The last few years have seen a fundamental change in the
way people consume information, interact with each other
and communicate with brands. The digital world is no
longer fiction or future, but reality for all of us and for all
consumers across the globe.
To become a successful business leader in today’s world,
you need to have an in-depth understanding of what
marketing means in the digital age, how to build a brand
that your customers can connect with, and achieve your
business goals in the process.
If you are reading this, you may wish to upskill yourself in
digital marketing and build a network of enthusiastic digital
leaders across the globe.

Ronnie Screwvala
Co-founder & Chairman
upGrad

With more than 800 years of history in educating
leaders, University of Cambridge is one of the most
prestigious universities in the world.
Established in 1990, Cambridge Judge Business School
has forged a reputation as a centre of rigorous thinking
and high impact transformative education. The School
works with every student and partner or client
organisation at a deep level, identifying important
problems and questions, challenging and coaching
people to find answers, and creating new knowledge.
With a proven record of educating global leaders,
Cambridge Judge Business School Executive Education
programmes are developed to help executives and
organisations from both public and private sectors
achieve operational excellence and results.

CJBS' academic rigour and expertise
in collaboration with upGrad's online
learning experience expertise, will
make this program a deeply engaging
journey for all of us. At Cambridge
Judge Business School, we want to
empower individuals to create impact
on the world we work and live in.

Dr. Kishore Sengupta
Director of Executive Education
Cambridge Judge Business School

Become a part of this change.

PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS
01

100+ learning
modules from
leading Cambridge
Judge faculty and
industry experts

03

Query Resolution
within 24 hours
through dedicated
team of Teaching
Assistants

05

2 live simulation
projects to manage
campaigns across
digital channels

07

Three 1-on-1
mentoring sessions
with industry experts
of your choice

09

Exclusive Membership
to Program Alumni
Group run by CJBSEE
and upGrad

02
8 sector-specific case
studies conducted by
experts from
Facebook, HP, HCL,
Adidas and ANZ

04

Hands-on
experience with 7
tools widely used
by marketers

06

Rigorous and
customized feedback
on all assignments

08

24*7 access to
online course
content

10

Lifetime access to
networking sessions
to be hosted in India

WHO IS THIS
PROGRAM FOR?
This program is designed for
individuals who want to be a
part of the digital revolution.
If you aspire to learn
marketing in the modern
times from world's best
faculty, network with
global leaders in business
& marketing and apply
these learnings to your
business - then this course
is what you are looking for.

MARKETING PROFESSIONALS:
Who want to develop deep understanding
of digital marketing, integrate traditional
and digital media and get best results for
their digital campaigns.

SENIOR MANAGEMENT LEADERS:
Who understand that digital marketing
know-how would be critical in enabling
strategies for businesses and companies
to succeed.
.

ENTREPRENEURS:
Who plan to increase their customer
outreach via digital medium in a
cost-effective, time proven and
scalable manner.

PROGRAM
CURRICULUM

This program has been created in collaboration with CJBS faculty and local industry experts.
It has been broken down into 3 courses comprising of 7 learning modules.

Course 1 : Re-thinking Marketing Fundamentals in the Digital World

Module 1
Digital Landscape, Channels and Changing Consumer Behaviour

CONCEPTS
Impact of digital transformation on the traditional marketing landscape
- Digital brand transformation of UK’s Metro Bank
Understanding the core behaviour of the “Digital Customer”
Driving transition from Mass Markets to Consumer Networks
- Coca Cola’s ground-breaking “Share a Coke” campaign
Rethinking the consumer journey for the digital customer
- “Mobile first” as a success story for Pampers in Western Africa
- GSK’s mobile application-based approach to strengthen brand equity
Overview of the digital marketing channels

CASE STUDY
Analyse the effect of digital transformation in your own organisation and lay out a
plan to drive marketing in this changing landscape.

Module 2
Customer Segmentation, Positioning and Branding

CONCEPTS
Staying relevant in the digital world
Next-gen customer segmentation - Descriptor, Behaviour and Benefit-based approach
Framework to choose between Mass, Differentiated or Niche Targeting
- Ford’s transition from a single model mass-producer to segmented car manufacturer
- N26, a major Polish bank - case in point for an internet only bank
Thumb rules to establish your positioning statement
- 7UP’s repositioning itself in the soft drinks market dominated by Coke
- Google Maps’ strategic positioning setting it apart from Garmin and Waze
Breakaway, Stealth and Straddle Positioning
Pros and cons: Emotional, Rational and Cultural Branding
- Apple’s brand transformation via The ‘Think Different’ campaign
Digital as an enabler for personalized branding
- Starbucks’ in-app customisation

CASE STUDY
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Brand Journey: Work on the real-life scenario and
propose to effectively position and brand the enterprise division to HP’s customers.

Course 2 : Deep-dive into Digital Marketing Channels

Module 3
Search Engine Marketing and Optimization - SEO and SEM

CONCEPTS
Demystifying Search Engines
Search Engine Optimization - Content, Technical and Off Page
Different Keyword Strategy - Generating and Shortlisting
- Google’s calculation of ad ranks for the keyword ‘Keyword Vacation’
SEO audit - Diagnosing your web pages using top tools
Driving transition from Mass Markets to Consumer Networks
- Nike’s keyword research and landing page optimisation
Decoding the Google quality score
Search ad campaigns - generating traffic, leads, and sales
Ad campaign structures - campaign, ad groups and ad copies
- DELL’s search ad copy analysis
Mastering Advanced features like Call Extensions, Site extensions
Measuring and optimising Search ad campaigns
- HCL’s optimisation of their landing page to get more leads

CASE STUDY
Live Simulation - Use latest simulation tools and “ad dollars” to create and optimize
simulated campaigns, practice A/B testing and plan bid strategies
Sports Apparel Brand - Design a search marketing plan for a struggling tennis line of
the business

Module 4
Social Media Marketing

CONCEPTS
Holistic view of social media channels including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Snapchat, Pinterest
- Brand lift Facebook campaigns by Horlicks and Snapdeal
Brand Awareness, Engagement, Selling and Social Listening
- Tesla doing it right: Power of social listening
- Volkswagen, IBM pioneering social media-based lead generation campaigns
Understanding Network Effect as a driver of Social Media
Going viral with effective content strategy and influencer based marketing
Selecting Channel-mix based on Objectives and Industry types
- Axis Bank’s effective social media channel-mix strategy
Organic v/s Paid Social Media
- Maxx Fashion and Home Centre’s marketing tactics
Social Media Strategy - planning, monitoring and optimizing
- Adobe maximizing its digital marketing returns

CASE STUDY
Experience Star Sports’ Mauka Mauka campaign to get 50 billion impressions
Create a social media strategy for a leading retailer in Middle East launching its
E-commerce division
Use simulation tool to manage, plan and identify platforms for social media campaigns

Module 5
Display, App and Email Marketing

CONCEPTS
Display Advertising Ecosystem
- YouTube as a channel for display advertising
Best Practices for display marketing
- Zalando, a fashion brand and its different display ads to raise awareness
Measuring and optimising display campaigns
Affiliate Marketing - different cost models and their usage
Breaking the Myths about Email Market Ecosystem
- Uber, Lyft - Best practices in email marketing
- Buffer’s successful email nurturing methodology
- Amazon’s mastering its emails journeys
Mobile app marketing strategies to drive adoption and engagement

CASE STUDY
Devise a strategy for using display and email marketing for a credit card product of a
Bank in Singapore
Use simulation tools to launch multiple email campaigns and setup email journeys

Course 3 : Integrated Marketing Strategies and Marketing Analytics

Module 6
Channel Mix, Agency Management & Budget Optimization

CONCEPTS
Making the omni-channel approach work
Deciding channel and device mix
- HCL’s famous “United by HCL” campaign for B2B marketing
Working on an integrated marketing framework
- Situation Analysis
- Target Audience Selection
- Determining Objectives
- Designing Communications
- Channel/Media Selection and Evaluation
Choice between In-house set-up or agency supervision
Writing effective agency briefs
Content strategy and marketing automation
Budget allocation and optimization

CASE STUDY
Devise an integrated marketing strategy for HCL’s IoT division.

Module 7
Metrics, ROI and Executive Reporting

CONCEPTS
Business metrics for various objectives along the funnel
- Getting the best out of the analytical tools - Google Analytics, Clevertap, and Appsflyer
Estimating customer lifetime value and customer acquisition cost
- Uber’s innovative LTV and CAC estimation model
Multiple routes for effective digital marketing analytics
Designing custom dashboards for executive reporting
- Saavn’s foray into international markets by getting audience insights

CASE STUDY
Identify the relevant ROI monitoring metrics, build a dashboard and extract important
business insights

MEET THE CAMBRIDGE
JUDGE BUSINESS SCHOOL FACULTY
JAIDEEP PRABHU

Professor of Marketing
Cambridge Judge Business School

SHASHA LU

Lecturer
Cambridge Judge Business School

AHMED KHWAJA

Reader in Marketing
Cambridge Judge Business School

LEARN FROM
INDUSTRY EXPERTS
APURVA CHAMARIA

SAKHEE DHEER

PRADIP LAL

KHURRAM HAMID

Head
Ecommerce
Marks & Spencer

Chief Digital Officer
Africa and Middle East
Pfizer

WINNIE PALMER

FRANCESCO ORLANDINO

CINDY KOH

SALMA NASIR

Chief Revenue Officer
Global
RateGain

Director
Digital Demand Centre, EMEA
HP

Ex - Head of Marketing
Singapore, Hong Kong, China
ANZ

Head
Digital Marketing
Facebook APAC

Sr. Digital Marketing Manager
Latin America
Adidas

Strategy Manager
Digital Transformation
Microsoft

PROGRAM
DETAILS
PROGRAM DURATION
4 Months
PROGRAM FEE

99,750 (exclusive of taxes)

No Cost EMI options available

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor's degree in any field
2 years' experience in any field

SELECTION PROCESS
Application submitted will be reviewed by the
Admissions Committee to assess your eligibility for
the program

FOR ADMISSION
Email: digital-strategies@upgrad.com
Website: upgrad.com/digital-strategies

For further details contact:

DEV PRIYAM

Program Director, upGrad
dev.priyam@upgrad.com

COMPANY INFORMATION
upGrad Education Private Limited
Nishuvi, 75, Dr. Annie Besant Road
Worli, Mumbai - 400018

TANISHKA KIRPALANI

Strategic Outreach Partner, Think Education
+91 8104989891

